ENDORSEMENTS
DR. JEAN LACOUR PhD, CAAP--Dean of Net
Training Institute for Addiction Studies:

At last! A relapse prevention process based
on client participation, counselor
involvement, and proven counseling
techniques. Clients gain insight into
subconscious wounds that have driven their
addiction behaviors. The workbook is
appropriate for both residential and outpatient settings.
JAN MARSHALL--Director Shepherd’s Door
Women’s Program, Portland, OR:

We have watched our clients enter the
Genesis portion of their program and seen a
remarkable thing happen. Women are truly
emotionally courageous as they face the false
belief system, choose to walk through the pain
of memory, walk through the grief the memory
initiates, then choose to forgive. It has made a
profound difference in our program.
PASTOR TED ROBERTS--Senior Pastor, East Hill
Foursquare Church, Gresham, Oregon, Author of
the Pure Desire Process for Sexual Healing:

“The "Genesis Process" is a gift from God. It's a
relevant, biblically balanced, effective and
profoundly practical. It is able to help folks who
may have lost hope not only find it again
through real change and healing, but also for
them to experience the Grace of God.
Michael Dye has caught the heart of God in a
marvelous way.

PRESENTER:
Dean Perry, CADC,
Master of Divinity,
and Genesis
Associate
Dean Perry, CADC, Master of Divinity,
Genesis Associate, has successfully helped
hundreds of people find healing from
addictions using the Genesis Process since
2001. After serving in the US Air Force as a
research engineer, he spent 17 years as a
pastor of a local church working with
teenagers, families, and people in crisis. In
2000, he began working with the homeless
and the addicted as a case manager and
Genesis counselor at the Portland Rescue
Mission, in Portland, Oregon. In 2006, Dean
moved to Devon, UK where he created a full
program based on Genesis, while serving as
Program Manager for Gilead Foundations’
men and women’s residential recovery
program. In 2008, Michael Dye, author of
the Genesis Process, invited Dean to join
him as a Genesis trainer and program
consultant, specializing in residential
program development. Besides working
with Mike, he has directed programs at
missions in Everett, WA and Las Vegas, NV.
He is the author of the Genesis Residential
Program Manual, the Mystery of Addiction
recovery class, and currently works as a full
time consultant advising the leadership of
new and existing programs. He continues to
travel and train counselors and programs in
the Genesis process throughout the USA and
overseas.

Genesis
Training
Seminar
presented by
Genesis Addiction
Counseling Programs

October 21-24, 2019
9:00 AM-5:00 PM

October 25, 2019
9:00 AM-1:00 PM
Hosted by:
Gold Country Church
11641Blocker Dr #280
Auburn, CA 95603

For Questions and Information
Contact Veronica Raskin
Vee.Raskin@gmail.com
(530)305-3166

THE GENESIS PROCESS
THE GENESIS PROCESS integrates Biblical
principles, proven relapse prevention
techniques, cognitive therapy, and research in
neurochemistry.
It has proven to be successful in maintaining
long-term recovery because it deals with
subconcious relapse patterns by addressing
the underlining belief systems that support
them.
The Genesis principles and tools can help
those that are willing to change be able to
change whether the issue is alcohol, drugs,
food abuse, anxiety, anger, critical attitude, or
spiritual stagnation.

PURPOSE OF GENESIS TRAINING
The purpose of Genesis training is to prepare
and certify counselors in relapse prevention.
The Genesis Process can accurately predict
a relapse of self-destructive behavior in a
minimum of two weeks before it happens by
a device called “The Faster Scale”.
Who can benefit from the Genesis Training?
* Pastoral, lay, and professional counselors
* Church based recovery ministries
* Residential recovery interns and program
staff
* Staff from organizations that use the Genesis
process for individual relapse prevention
counseling or Genesis Process Change
Groups
* Facilitators of Genesis Change Groups who
want to improve skills and effectiveness

TRAINING DESCRIPTION

REGISTRATION
GENESIS TRAINING SEMINAR

* Neurochemistry's impact on pervasive and
unconscious relapse
* Assessing willingness and capacity to change
* Uncovering and challenging faulty beliefs and
destructive behaviors
* Turning mistakes into growth and healing
* Reducing self-sabotaging behavior addressing
root causes of behavior

Cost covers all teaching materials, including the
counselor manual and one client workbook.
Break-time refreshments are provided daily.
-$524 each (if registered by Friday, October 4th)
-$574 each (if registered after Friday, October 4th)
-$304 each (Alumni rate if previously completed
40 hours of training in The Genesis Process)

* Seeing and interrupting dry relapse patterns
*

Developing a successful individualized relapse
prevention plan and lifestyle

* Promoting steady growth in 7 critical areas

* Creating true healing through client
counselor partnerships with God

* Administering deep, spiritual healing from
the trauma of shame and the antidote that
brings freedom in healing
* Advanced skills for creating Genesis groups
and programs that are both safe and healing
* How to help others stuck in self-destructive
behaviors and relationships

For more information, please contact:
dean@deanperryconsulting.com
971-983-7022
or
www.genesisprocess.org

Click here to register online:

Register
OR
To pay by check:
Contact Dean Perry@
deanperryconsulting.com
971-983-7022

LOCAL ACCOMMODATIONS
Holiday Inn (530) 887-8787
Powers Mansion (530) 885-1166
Best Western (530) 885-8611

